Norton Rose, is place that fulfills pretty much every ambition I have always had for my future working
environment, and the job shadow day made me realise that.
I was taken for my ordinary, day to day, school life and had the opportunity to experience what a real working
day is like. As much as the day was long, tiring and testing I could not have been more inspired and eager to
one day have the opportunity to experience the tasks that I helped perform and knowledge I absorbed every
day in the future years of my life.
Rhulani was incredible, she provided me with the information I had been looking for, she shared personal
experiences with me, she answered everything I had to ask (even if the questions were incredibly stupid)
,she listened to my future plans and helped advise me in my doings and I loved her welcoming and happy
personality and the way there is just something about her that everyone appears to like.
Aviation Litigation was extremely inspiring and interesting. I had no idea that aircrafts could cause so many
issues. As much as I did not understand all the terminology, but the parts I did understand definitely
appealed to me. The most amazing part of the department for me was the dedication and love the people
within the department have for aviation, which I saw through the way Heather inspired Rhulani and the
passion she had for her work.
My favourite aspect of Norton Rose, is the close, supporting community one finds within the building. The
atmosphere makes you feel as though you already belong and people always seem prepared to help one
another.
I know now that I am meant to be a lawyer, I do not know what type of lawyer but I have a lot of time to figure
that out and I have the job shadow day and scholar day to thank for that. Due to both events I now know that
I have the support of a few Norton Rose employees to help me achieve this ambition.
I hope that I will view law not as a job but as a passion, which I see in many Norton Rose employees.
The 23rd of May 2013 is an important day to me. I hope to one day join the united Norton Rose family.
Thank you for a wonderful day.
Kind regards
Chelsea Alexander
(Job Shadow student)

